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Bold, hilarious artwork captures the innocent charm of affable George, a dog who is trying to be

good â€” with disastrous results.George is a dog with all the best intentions. And his owner, Harry,

has all the best hopes that George will be a well-behaved dog when he leaves him alone for the

day. But when George spies a delicious cake sitting on the kitchen table, his resolve starts to waver.

You see, George loves cake. . . . Uh-oh. What to do now? Itâ€™s so hard to be a good dog when

there are cats to chase and flowers to dig up! What ever will Harry say when he gets back? Chris

Haughtonâ€™s fetchingly funny story and vibrant, retro illustrations are sure to lure dog lovers of all

ages â€” and anyone who has ever met a temptation too good to resist.
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In First Things First, bestselling author Steven Covey devotes an entire chapter to the important

subject of "Integrity in the Moment of Choice".In it he writes, "A moment of choice is a moment of

truth. It's the testing point of our character and competence". After listing some of the factors

affecting us in the moment of choice he goes on, "With all these factors acting on us, it's important

to remember that a moment of choice is just that - a moment of choice. Whether we react

automatically to one or more of these influences, empower circumstances or other people to control

us, or use our human endowments to make a conscious, conscience-directed decision - it's our



choice".First Things First is a book for adults.Oh No, George makes some of the same points in a

presentation that's fun filled and kid friendly.George is some form of generic hound dog. He has a

huge snout, long, droopy ears, and large expressive eyes. On the frontispiece he is pictured in that

most pooch like of poses; asleep, on his back, belly exposed, paws lifted into the air. Then the

action gets underway...Harry, George's owner, is leaving the house. As he leaves he exhorts

George to good behavior in his absence.Closing his eyes in innocence, George answers, "I'll be

very good". Everything about his appearance underscores that this indeed is his intention.Absent

his master's stabilizing presence however, George is presented with a series of tough temptations

(eating cake, chasing the cat, digging up the garden). Each time the narrator asks the question,

"What will George do?" And each time our canine hero is pictured struggling with the choice of

immediate gratification or honoring his promise to behave.
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